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WELCOME TO ELITCH GARDENS
We’re glad you’re here! This guide provides an overview of services and
facilities available for Guests with disabilities who are visiting Elitch
Gardens. We are committed to providing a safe and enjoyable
environment for all Guests. This guide is intended to supplement the
Elitch Gardens Park Map and Guide, which contains additional park
information and an entertainment schedule. This guide also lists all of
the rides, shows, and Guest assistance areas and includes symbols that
will help you find these areas on the park map.
Many theme park rides incorporate legitimate safety requirements and
safety systems designed by the manufacturer to accommodate people
of average physical stature and body proportion. These systems may
place restrictions on the ability of an individual to safely experience the
ride. Guests of exceptional proportions, Guests who have or have had
health concerns with their heart, back or neck, expectant mothers,
people who have had recent surgery, people with casts, braces, or
restrictive devices, may not be safely accommodated by these systems.
For example, height requirements are based on the size needed for
restraint devices to function properly, clearance for feet and legs and
the level of developmental maturity usually associated with a certain
height.
Elitch Garden’s Ride Admission Policy has been developed based on the
legitimate safety requirements set by the manufacturer and our
evaluation of each ride using our knowledge of the ride. Our prime
consideration is the ability of each person to endure the dynamics of a
ride without risk of injury to that person or other riders.
Guests who feel affected by this policy are encouraged to visit the Guest
Relations Office to obtain a list of the rides they can safely ride. The
Ride Admission Policy list will provide information for our ride
attendants to help accommodate you.
NOTICE: The information in this guide is subject to change. Please feel
free to contact a Team Member regarding accessibility prior to boarding
a particular ride. You may also visit Guest Relations for current
information on accessibility and services.
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Park Information
Accessible Parking
Accessible Parking is available in the Elitch Gardens parking lot near the main
entrance on a first-come, first-served basis for Guests with a legal parking
permit. This parking area is designated as Reserved Parking and each space is
marked with the accessibility icon. All cars parked in “Accessible Parking”
without a permit are subject to applicable laws.
Accessible Entrance
Guests traveling in a wheelchair/electric convenience vehicle needing special
assistance can visit the Guest Relations Window prior to entering.
Upon entering the park, Guests traveling in a wheelchair/electric convenience
vehicle or using a stroller should enter through the “Accessible/Stroller
Entrance” at the metal detectors, located in the middle of the metal detectors.
Special Dietary Needs
Guests with special dietary needs due to a medical condition or Guests with
infants will be accommodated. Please see a Security Guard or Guest Relations
for assistance. Guests with special dietary needs who have a cooler will be
issued a sticker from our Security Agents. No hard-sided coolers.
Guest Relations
Guest Relations provides a variety of services including general information,
ticket information, show schedules, the Ride Admission Policy and information
about services for Guests with disabilities. Guest Relations is located to the right
of the main entrance, inside the park next to the Carousel.
Wheelchair Rental
Wheelchairs may be rented in the Entry Pavilion. Wheelchairs are rented on a
first-come, first-served basis for a nominal fee.
First Aid
First Aid facilities are located in between the 5314 restaurant and Mind Eraser
and also in the Island Kingdom Waterpark between Commotion Ocean wave
pool and Barefootin Bay. Both first aid stations can be utilized for family
changing areas. The first aid station by the Mind Eraser has a family restroom.
The water park First Aid facility is open only during water park hours. Team
Members throughout the park can call for assistance to come to you upon
request. First Aid facilities do not dispense medication; however, medication is
available for purchase.
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Gift Shops
All gift shops are wheelchair accessible. Please ask any Team Member for
assistance.
Restrooms
All restrooms are accessible to Guests using wheelchairs and are marked with
the wheelchair symbol throughout the park.
A Family Restroom is located inside the First Aid Station located by the Mind
Eraser exit.
Calming Room
A calming room has been created for the purpose of helping our Guests with
special needs who may experience sensory overload while visiting the park.
This room is located at the Season Pass Services center inside the Entry Pavilion
and is available on a first come, first served basis.
Dining
Accessible tables are available at each facility’s patio. While dining at our
restaurants, please be aware that our venues offer cafeteria-style service.
Please see a Team Member for assistance if needed. Assistance Animals are
permitted in all Elitch Gardens restaurants.
Hearing Impairment Accommodations
For assistance with communicating with Team Members/Ride Operators,
please see Guest Relations upon arrival.
Service Animals
Service Animals are welcome at Elitch Gardens. All Service Animals must remain
on a leash, in a harness or tethered at all times unless it interferes with the tasks
the animal performs. In all instances, Service Animals must be under the control
of their handler. Where permitted, Guests with Service Animals may follow the
same attraction entrance procedures as described for Guests using wheelchairs.
The following are suggestions that will maximize the enjoyment of Guests with
Assistance Animals:
•
•

We suggest arriving at all shows at least 20 minutes before show time.
Although Service Animals are discouraged from riding any ride,
Service Animals, dogs only, may be accommodated on the Carousel,
Observation Tower and inside Goofy Gazebo. Miniature horses can
NOT be accommodated on any ride or attraction.

Due to the nature of the experience and the potential hazard to the animal and
other Guests, Service Animals can NOT be accommodated on any other ride or
attraction. To experience an attraction that does not permit Service Animals,
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the animal may be left with a responsible non-rider. The Guest attending to the
animal may then board the ride without waiting in line once the first Guest
assumes responsibility of the animal.
Service Animals are not permitted in any fountains, ponds and/or pools/rivers.
Service Animals are the responsibility of the owner and cannot be left
unattended. Guests are responsible for cleaning up Service Animal waste and
for controlling the Service Animal’s behavior. A relief station is located at the
exit of the Boomerang ride. Bags for disposal are available. Elitch Gardens
Team Members are not permitted to care for Service Animals.
If at any time your Service Animal’s behavior becomes a threat to the safety or
well being of other park Guests or Team Members, the Guest will be asked to
leave the premises.
Oxygen Tanks
Due to the dynamics and certain characteristics of the rides, oxygen tanks are
only permitted on:








Big Rig Trucking Co.
Big Wheel
Carousel

Elitch Express
Kaleidoscape
Goofy Gazebo

Oxygen tanks are permitted in theaters, arenas and other enclosed facilities.

Show Arena Access Information
All shows are accessible and seating for Guests using wheelchairs is available at
each show location. Seating for at least one companion is available next to the
Guest using a wheelchair. Other members of the party may need to find seating
nearby. Service Animals are welcome!
Elitch Arena
Description: The Elitch Arena is an outdoor arena with limited covered seating.
The arena houses concerts and special events Memorial Day through Labor Day.
Please see today’s Show Schedule for more information.
Access: The viewing area is bench seats and standing for special events. Seating
is on first come – first serve basis. Accessible seating for Guests traveling in
standard or electric wheelchairs or Electric convenience vehicles is available.
Some events/concerts may have limited reserved seating. Stop in Guest
Relations for more information.
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KiddieLand Stage
Description: The KiddieLand stage is located inside KiddieLand next to the
Mike’s Bikes. A live children’s show is performed at this location most days.
Please see today’s show schedule for more information.
Access: The viewing area is bench seats and standing. Seating is on a first come
– first serve basis. Accessible seating for Guests traveling in standard or electric
wheelchairs or electric convenience vehicles is available. Stop in Guest
Relations for more information.
Trocadero Theater
Description: Trocadero Theater is located on the west side of Main Street after
entering the park. A show is performed at this location most days. Please see
the days show schedule for more information.
Access: The viewing area for this show is indoors. Seating is on a first come –
first serve basis. Accessible seating for Guests traveling in standard or electric
wheelchairs or Electric convenience vehicles is available.

Ride Access Information – Legitimate Safety
Requirements
General Information
At Elitch Gardens, safety is the only consideration that takes precedence over
fun! Theme park rides expose riders to forces, speeds and other intense
elements that may cause distress or injury to persons with pre-existing health
conditions. Guests should consider these elements when determining the
suitability for all riders.
Legitimate Safety Requirements
All riders must be in good health. Guests who are pregnant, have high blood
pressure, heart conditions, neck or back problems, have had recent surgery or
are prone to motion sickness or those with any medical condition that may be
affected by the elements of the ride should not ride.
Guests unable to properly use seating and/or safety restraints or understand
and follow verbal and/or written safety procedures must not ride.
In order to experience the ride, Guests must be able to maintain the proper
riding position throughout the ride and brace themselves upright in their seat
keeping their head erect and their back against the seatback. Guests must
generally be able to use the restraint device properly, remain seated upright at
all times and hold on tight. Guests must keep their head against the headrest
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and hands, arms, legs and feet down and inside ride vehicle. Children must be
supervised at all times.
Guests must also be able to demonstrate a willingness and ability to comply
with verbal and written ride requirements. The ride requirements and health
restrictions are listed on a sign at the entrance to each ride and/or attraction.
Guests with casts or braces will be restricted from riding certain rides where the
cast or brace may present a hazard to the Guest or others. If a cast is permitted
on a ride, the cast must fit comfortably within the ride vehicle and not interfere
with the required riding position or function of the restraint, if applicable.
Please consult with our Guest Relations staff for more information or if in doubt
about your ability to safely experience a ride.
Ride evacuations may be required due to technical difficulties, weather
conditions, or power interruption. If a ride evacuation is required, Guests may
need to negotiate stairs from the highest point of the ride and down steeply
inclined catwalks or steps.
Guests requiring assistance during the ride evacuations may be escorted last in
order to expedite the evacuation process. Please inquire about specific
procedures prior to boarding a particular ride.
Guests of Exceptional Size
All passenger restraint systems, including lap bars, shoulder harnesses and
seatbelts, must be positioned and fastened properly to permit Guests to ride.
Due to rider restraint system requirements, Guests of exceptional body
proportions may not be accommodated on some of our rides. Maximum weight
limits are posted at most Island Kingdom Water Park attractions.
Guests may go up the exit to ensure the restraints function properly prior to
waiting in line. A test seat is available at the entrance to Half Pipe.
Height Requirements
Minimum and Maximum height requirements are posted at each ride. All
Guests, including those using wheelchairs, must meet the height requirement.
Guests may be officially measured at Guest Relations to receive an appropriate
wristband.
Loose Articles
When planning your day at Elitch Gardens, bring only items that can be safely
secured in cargo pockets (fastened with Velcro, a button or zipper) or a waist
pack fastened with a zipper.
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Most rides can NOT accommodate loose articles including cell phones, cameras,
stuffed animals, purses, backpacks, basketballs, umbrellas, beverage
containers, personal entertainment devices, hats, etc. Items must be safely
secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, left in a locker, or left with a non-rider.
Team Members cannot be responsible for these items. Glasses/sunglasses must
be secured on some rides.
On Ride Camera Policy
For safety reasons, picture taking is not permitted on most rides. See the ride
rule signage located at the entrance of each ride for additional information.
Because of the nature or dynamics of all attractions and the potential for injury,
unsecured cameras, video cameras, or cameras with large lenses are not
permitted on the rides.
To store such equipment, either return them to your vehicle or use the lockers
that are available for a nominal fee.
Lockers are located at the Attitudes store on Main Street, Guest Relations, Near
the Twister ll entrance and inside the Island Kingdom Water Park. Please
understand that Elitch Gardens Team Members may not hold cameras or any
loose articles for Guests.
Safety Signage
Before experiencing any ride or attraction, please note all safety warnings for
each. The safety signage is located at each rides main entrance and accessible
entrance. The safety signage includes legitimate safety requirements as well as
information in regard to:
•
•
•
•
•

Proper riding position
Loose article policy
Rider requirements to include physical abilities and height
Wheelchairs and electric convenience vehicle transfer information
Food/beverage policy

Many rides recommend that Guests with the following conditions do not ride:
▪
Back or Neck Problems
▪
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms
▪
Heart Conditions
▪
Pregnancy
▪
Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
▪
Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by the ride /
attraction
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Before You Ride
Most rides at Elitch Gardens accommodate Guests using wheelchairs through
the ride exit. Shipwreck Falls, Carousel and all rides located in the KiddieLand
area may accommodate Guests using wheelchairs through the rides entrance.
Riders wishing to utilize the accessible entrance will need to first stop by Guest
Relations next to the Carousel to receive a Ride Admission Policy Form and Ride
Accessibility Pass. The form will allow Guests to understand which rides and
attractions they may participate in based on the abilities of the rider and the
manufacturer requirements. The pass will permit admittance through the
accessible entrance using a reservation system that is based on the current wait
time of the ride. Guests will first use the accessible entrance to receive the
boarding time from the ride Operator. Guests may then return later at that
time to board the ride or attraction.
In addition to the Ride Accessibility Pass, Elitch Gardens offers a Priority
Boarding Wristband. This program is designed specifically for our Guests with
Autism. It allows the guest near immediate boarding for a Major ride (listed
below) and wait the current queue wait time at boarding after the ride but prior
to being able to board the next Major ride. Wait times are not required for
minor rides. The following list are Major Rides:
Mind Eraser

Boomerang

Disaster Canyon

Twister II

Sidewinder

Brain Drain

Half Pipe

Kaleidoscape

Star flyer

Splashdown – in Island Kingdom

Tower of Doom

Certain rides, such as roller coasters, will have seating restrictions for
immediate boarding. Guests wishing to ride in the front or back row of these
rides will be required to obtain a reservation to ride from either the Ride
Operator or Guest Relations staff. Immediate boarding will be granted for the
inner seats of these rides:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Mind Eraser
Sidewinder
Twister II

Boomerang
Brain Drain
Shipwreck Falls

Immediate boarding without seating restrictions will be granted on all rides and
attractions not listed above with the exception of Disaster Canyon,
Kaleidoscape, the Tower of Doom and Half Pipe. Due to the limited capacity,
immediate boarding is not available on these rides.
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Due to the design of the slide towers, immediate boarding and reservations are
not available inside the Island Kingdom Water Park. Guests requiring
accommodations inside the water park should visit Guest Relations upon
arrival.
On all rides and/or attractions, Guests may need assistance from another
member of their party in order to board safely. Those using wheelchairs will
need to transfer from their wheelchair into the ride vehicles seating to ride.
Elitch Gardens Team Members are neither trained nor permitted to assist
beyond helping to steady or support the Guest. Therefore, we recommend that
Guests plan to visit the park with someone who can physically assist them when
necessary.
Definitions
Every ride entrance lists height requirements and special instructions regarding
the ride. Elitch Gardens uses the following terms:
Supervising Companion
A Supervising Companion is someone who physically and mentally meets all the
requirements to participate in the ride themselves, demonstrates appropriate
observed conduct and exhibits the maturity necessary to supervise the Guest
they are acting as the companion of. A Supervising Companion is required to
sit next to the Guest they are supervising.
Hand-held Infant
A hand-held infant is a child who is unable to walk to the ride unit independently
or maintain independent seated postural control.
Functioning Extremity
A functioning extremity is a limb over which a person has control and can assist
in the restraint functioning as intended. For the purposes of the Elitch Gardens
Ride Admission Policy, the following are definitions of functioning extremities:
•
•
•

Functioning Leg – Defined as a leg to the ankle
Functioning Arm – Defined as an arm to the wrist
Functioning Hand – Defined as a hand that has the ability to grip

Ability to hold on or brace
Ability to use one’s arm(s) or hand(s) to maintain a grasp on an assist bar and
support one’s body during normal and emergency procedures on an attraction
and to use one’s legs to brace to maintain a seated position during the forces
of the ride.
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Participation Criteria
Elitch Garden’s Ride Admission Policy is designed to allow Guests to participate
in the enjoyment of our park as much as possible. The policy was developed
based on the legitimate safety requirements set by the manufacturer and by
analyzing the physical and mental attributes required to safely experience each
particular ride. Each ride was evaluated for the criteria necessary for an
individual to participate safely. It is our policy to allow anyone to ride who
meets all these requirements and will not cause injury to him/herself or others.
In addition to the basic physical and mental requirements defined above, each
ride was evaluated relative to specific temporary conditions such as casts and
neck braces which may prevent a Guest from safely riding a particular ride. All
casts must not interfere with the safety restraint or cause hazard to self or
other riders.
The suitability of safely carrying hand-held infants on each ride was also
evaluated.
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Rides and Attractions
Al’s Big Rig Trucking Co.
Description: Al’s Big Rig Trucking Co. is a gentle family ride that travels along a
path and features scenic elements.
Height Requirement: Guests under 36” tall must be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion. Guests over 54” must be accompanied by a Guest 54”
or under. Hand-held infants are not permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning arm and sufficient lower extremities
to maintain proper riding position and ensure the restraint system(s) function
as intended. Instead of a functioning arm, a Guest may be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion seating beside them.
Balloon Race
Description: Balloon Race is a gentle spinning family ride that features
individual balloons that spin while the entire ride rotates and raises in the air.
Height Requirement: Guests under 36” tall must be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion. Guests over 54” must be accompanied by a Guest 54”
or under. Hand-held infants are not permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms
Fear of heights

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
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must have at least one functioning arm and one functioning leg. Instead of a
functioning arm, a Guest may be accompanied by a Supervising Companion
seating beside them. Instead of a functioning leg, Guests may have two lower
extremities that reach the knee or below.
Big Wheel
Description: A family Ferris wheel ride that travels 100 feet in the air and
provides breathtaking views of the park and surrounding area.
Height Requirement: Guests under 42” tall must be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion. Hand-held infants and single riders are not permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck or be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion seated beside them.
Blazin’ Buckaroo
Description: Blazin’ Buckaroo is a family roller coaster with gentle drops and
turns.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 36” tall to ride. Guests between
36” inches and 42” tall must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion
seated beside them. Must be at least 42” tall to ride alone.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
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Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning hand, one functioning arm, one lower
extremity that reaches the knee or below and one functioning leg.
Boomerang
Description: Boomerang is a high speed roller coaster that travels forward and
backward through loops and corkscrews at speeds exceeding 50 mph.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms
Sensitivity to Strobes

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning arm and one functioning leg. Instead of a
functioning leg, a Guest may have two lower extremities that reach the knee or
below.
Brain Drain
Description: Brain Drain is an intense seven story steel looping ride that goes in
both forward and reverse.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms
Sensitivity to Strobes

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride. Guests with prosthetic devices may
not ride.
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Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning arm and two functioning legs.
Instead of two functioning legs, a Guest may have two functioning arms and
two functioning lower extremities that reach the knee or below.
Carousel
Description: The Carousel is a fully-restored 75-year old treasure that rests
between the Entry Pavilion and the Island Kingdom Waterpark.
Height Requirement: Guests under 36” tall must be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion. Hand-held infants are not permitted on the horses but
may ride in a chariot.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests with neck braces may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning hand and one functioning leg to ride
on a horse. Guests with less than one functioning leg and hand may ride in a
chariot with a Supervising Companion seated beside them.
Assistance Animals: Assistance Animals may be accommodated on this ride.
Assistance Animals may sit or stand in between horses or in a chariot. Please
speak with a Team Member for assistance.
Crazy Bus
Description: Crazy Bus is a gentle family bus ride that travels forward and
backward in a circle and raises in the air.
Height Requirement: Guests under 36” tall must be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion. Guests over 54” tall must be accompanied by a Guest
54”or under. Hand-held infants are not permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms
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Pregnancy
Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces or full arm casts that cover the elbow may
not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning hand, one functioning arm and sufficient
lower extremities to maintain proper riding position and ensure the restraint
system(s) function as intended. Instead of a functioning arm, a Guest may be
accompanied by a Supervising Companion seating beside them.
Ding Dong Dock
Description: Ding Dong Dock is a gentle children’s boat ride that rotates slowly
in a circle inside a pool of water.
Height Requirement: Guests must be 54” tall or under to ride. Hand-held
infants are not permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests with neck braces may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning arm and one lower extremity that reaches
the knee or below and ensures the restraint system(s) function as intended.
Disaster Canyon
Description: Disaster Canyon allows riders to experience the adventure of
white water rafting as they are whirled through churning, surging rapids.
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Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 36” tall to ride. Guests between
36” and 42” tall must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion. Guests
must be at least 42” tall to ride alone.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning hand, one functioning arm, one lower
extremity that reaches the knee or below and one functioning leg.
Dragonwing
Description: Dragonwing is a moderate spinning ride that travels in the air and
spins.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 42” tall to ride. Guests between
42” and 48” tall must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion. Guests
must be at least 48” tall to ride alone.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning arm and one functioning leg. Instead of a
functioning leg, a Guest may have TWO lower extremities that reach the knee
or below.
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Elitch Express
Description: Elitch Express is a gentle family train ride that travels through a
figure-8 shaped course.
Height Requirement: Guests under 36” tall must be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion. Guests over 54” tall must be accompanied by a Guest
54” or under. Hand-held infants are not permitted.

Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning arm and sufficient lower extremities to
maintain proper riding position and ensure the restraint system(s) function as
intended. Instead of a functioning arm, a Guest may be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion seated beside them.
Kaleidoscape
Description: Kaleidoscape is a slow-moving dark ride in which riders compete
with each other through a family friendly universe.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 30” tall to ride. Guests between
30” and 42” tall must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion. Guests
must be at least 42” tall to ride alone.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms
Sensitivity to Strobes

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces may not ride.
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Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have sufficient lower extremities to maintain proper riding
position and ensure the restraint system(s) function as intended.
Goofy Gazebo
Description: Goofy Gazebo is a soft children’s play area that features
interactive activities and climbing structures.

Height Requirement: Guests over 54” tall must be accompanied by a Guest 54”
or under to participate.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Any medical condition that might be aggravated by the attraction
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not use the slides.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck or be accompanied by
a Supervising Companion.
Assistance Animals: Assistance Animals may be accommodated in this
attraction. Please see a Team Member for assistance.
Half Pipe
Description: Half Pipe is a spinning roller coaster that travels forward and
backward between two 90 degree towers at speeds exceeding 45 mph.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 52” tall and must not exceed 76”
tall to ride. Guests with larger body proportions may not be able to ride. Test
seat is available at entrance to queue.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
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Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride. Guests with prosthetic devices may
not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: The Manufacture requires that Guests must
have the ability to sit upright and maintain control of their upper torso, head
and neck. At a minimum, Guests must have at least two functioning arms, two
functioning hands, and two functioning legs with attached feet. No prosthetic
devices are allowed.
Hollywood and Vine
Description: Hollywood and Vine is a fast spinning ride with individual cars that
spin while the entire ride rotates in a circular motion.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride. Guests between
48” and 54” tall must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion. Guests
must be at least 54 inches tall to ride alone.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning hand and one functioning leg.
Instead of a functioning hand, a Guest may be accompanied by a Supervising
Companion seated beside them. Instead of a functioning leg, a Guest may have
two functioning lower extremities that reach the knee or below.
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Jumping Jack
Description: Jumping Jack is children’s ride that bounces several times up and
down a 20 foot tower.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 36” tall and must not exceed 54
inches tall to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning hand, one functioning arm and one
functioning leg. Instead of a functioning leg, Guests may have TWO lower
extremities that reach the knee or below.
Kidspin
Description: Kidspin is a children’s tea cup ride with individual cups that spin
while the entire ride rotates.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 36” tall and not exceed 54” tall
to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning arm and one lower extremity that reaches
the knee or below and ensures the restraint system(s) function as intended.
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Mike’s Bikes
Description: Mike’s Bikes is a gentle children’s motorcycle ride that travels up
and down in a circle.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 36” tall and not exceed 54” tall
to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning hand and one functioning leg. Instead of a
functioning leg, Guests may have TWO lower extremities that reach the knee or
below.
Mind Eraser
Description: The Mind Eraser is an intense, inverted steel roller coaster with
rollover, dives and double corkscrew spins at speeds exceeding 50 mph.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 52” tall and not exceed 80” tall
to ride. Guests with larger body proportions may not be able to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride. Guests with prosthetic devices may
not ride while wearing prosthetic.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning arm and one functioning leg. Instead
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of a functioning leg, a Guest may have two lower extremities that reach the
knee or below.
Mouse House
Description: Mouse House is a gentle children’s bumper car ride that allows
drivers to bump into other cars.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 36” tall and not exceed 54” tall
to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning arm and one lower extremity that reaches
the knee or below and ensure the restraint system(s) function as intended.
Rockin’ Tug
Description: Rockin’ Tug is a family ride that rocks back and forth while gently
spinning.
Height Requirement: Guests under 42” tall must be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion. Guests over 54” tall must be accompanied by a Guest
54” or under. Hand-held infants are not permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
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must have at least one functioning hand, one functioning arm and one
functioning leg. Instead of a functioning arm, a Guest may be accompanied by
a Supervising Companion seated beside them. Instead of a functioning leg,
Guests may have TWO lower extremities that reach the knee or below.
Sea Dragon
Description: Sea Dragon is a large pirate ship ride that travels forward and
backward in a pendulum-like motion.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 42” tall to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning hand, one functioning arm and one
functioning leg.
Shipwreck Falls
Description: Shipwreck Falls is an exciting water bound excursion that sends
riders plunging over a 50 foot waterfall into a tidal wave splash!
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 36” tall to ride. Guests between
36” and 42” tall must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion. Guests
must be at least 42” tall to ride alone.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
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Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning hand, one functioning arm, one lower
extremity that reaches the knee or below, and one functioning leg.
Sidewinder
Description: Sidewinder is a steel looping coaster that travels forward and
backward down 50 foot drops and a single loop at speeds reaching 45 mph.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning arm and one functioning leg. Instead
of a functioning leg, a Guest may have two lower extremities that reach the
knee or below.
Sling Shot
Description: Sling Shot is an intense reverse-bungee sling shot attraction that
launches riders 200 feet in the air.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 44” tall to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride. Guests with prosthetic devices may
not ride while wearing the prosthetic.
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Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning arm and one functioning leg. Instead of a
functioning leg, a Guest may have two lower extremities that reach the knee or
below.
Spider
Description: Spider is a spinning ride with individual cars that twist while the
entire ride rotates.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 36” tall to ride. Guests between
36” and 42” tall must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion. Guests
must be at least 42” tall to ride alone.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces or full arm casts that cover the elbow may
not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning hand and one functioning leg.
Instead of a functioning hand, a Guest may be accompanied by a Supervising
Companion seated beside them. Instead of a functioning leg, a Guest may have
two lower extremities that reach the knee or below.

Star Flyer
Description: An intense swing ride that lifts riders 170 feet in the air and spins
them around at speeds nearing 50 mph.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms
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Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride. Guests with leg prosthetic devices
may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning hand, two functioning arms, one
lower extremity that reaches the knee or below and one functioning leg.
Sunflower Swings
Description: Sunflower Swings is a gentle children’s swing ride that rotates in
a circle.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 36” tall and must not exceed 54”
tall to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning arm and one functioning leg. Instead
of a functioning leg, Guests may have two lower extremities that reach the knee
or below.
Tea Cups
Description: Tea Cups is a fast spinning ride that allows riders to spin their own
tea cups while the entire ride rotates.
Height Requirement: Guests under 42” tall must be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion. Hand-held infants are not permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms
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Pregnancy
Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning arm and sufficient lower extremities
to maintain proper riding position. Instead of a functioning arm, a Guest may
be accompanied by a Supervising Companion seating beside them.
Tilt-A-Whirl
Description: Tilt-A-Whirl is a spinning ride with individual cars that spin while
the entire ride rotates.
Height Requirement: Guests under 46” tall must be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion. Hand-held infants are not permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning hand and one functioning leg.
Instead of a functioning leg, a Guest may have TWO lower extremities that
reach the knee or below.
Tower of Doom
Description: Tower of Doom takes riders up to take in the spectacular view, but
it won’t last long! Riders quickly drop 220 feet to the ground!
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms
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Pregnancy
Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride. Guests with prosthetic devices may
not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning arm and one functioning leg. Instead
of a functioning leg, a Guest may have TWO lower extremities that reach the
knee or below.
Troika
Description: Troika is a fast spinning ride with individual cars that spin while
the entire ride rotates.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 42” tall to ride. Guests between
42” and 50” tall must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion. Guests
must be at least 50” tall to ride alone.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright and
maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning hand and one functioning leg.
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Turn of the Century
Description: Turn of the Century is a moderate spinning ride that travels in a
circle while riders sit in a swing.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning hand, one functioning arm and one
functioning leg. Instead of a functioning leg, a Guest may have two lower
extremities that reach the knee or below.
Twister II
Description: Twister II is an intense high speed wooden roller coaster steep
drops, sharply banked turns and dark tunnels.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow or full
leg casts that cover the knee may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of their upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum,
Guests must have at least one functioning hand, one functioning arm, one lower
extremity that reaches the knee or below, and one functioning leg.
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XLR8R
Description: XLR8R is an intense free fall attraction that hoists flyers up a 165
foot tower. Flyers must pull their own ripcord to begin their high speed free
fall. Flyers will eventually swing to a stop.
Height Requirement: Guests must be at least 42” tall to fly.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow, forearm
casts or full leg casts that cover the knee may not ride. Guests with lower leg
casts may ride permitted the cast does not interfere with the flight suit. Guests
with arm or leg prosthetic devices may not ride.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must be able to maintain proper
riding position and maintain control of upper torso, head and neck. At
minimum, Guests must have at least two functioning arms and one functioning
leg. Must be able to put pressure on foot bars in restraint system.

ISLAND KINGDOM WATERPARK
Castaway Creek
Description: Castaway Creek is an action river with geysers, water bubbles, and
waterfalls. All participants are required to use a tube while in the river, any
other flotation device must be US Coast Guard approved.
Attraction Access: Guests with standard or electric wheelchairs or electric
convenience vehicles, and who otherwise meet the Legitimate Safety
Requirements to participate must be able to participate without the use of a
wheelchair. Guests traveling in standard or electric wheelchairs or electric
convenience vehicles should enter through the entrance.
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Height Requirement: Guests under 36” tall must be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion to participate. Guests under 36” tall must wear a life
jacket. Hand-held infants are not permitted.
Medical Requirements:
participate:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Guests with the following conditions should not

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow, full leg
casts that cover the knee and lower leg casts may not participate. Guests
wearing prosthetic devices must cover any exposed metal with approved
padded material.

Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least one functioning arm and one functioning hand.
Commotion Ocean
Description: Commotion Ocean is a giant wave pool that starts at zero depth
and goes to 6 feet. Weak swimmers are strongly encouraged to remain behind
the red line and wear a life jacket. The red line is located at the four foot
marker.
Attraction Access: Guests with standard or electric wheelchairs or electric
convenience vehicles, and who otherwise meet the Legitimate Safety
Requirements to participate must be able to participate without the use of a
wheelchair. Guests traveling in standard or electric wheelchairs or electric
convenience vehicles should enter at the entrance.
Height Requirement: Weak or non-swimmers are strongly encouraged to
remain behind the red line. Guests under 48” tall must wear a life jacket. Handheld infants are not permitted.
Medical Requirements:
particpate:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Guests with the following conditions should not

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms
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Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow, full leg
casts that cover the knee or lower leg casts may not participate. Guests wearing
prosthetic devices must cover any exposed metal with approved padded
material.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of upper torso, head and neck. Guests wish to use a rental
tube must have at a minimum, at least one functioning arm and one functioning
hand.

Barefootin Bay - S.S. Sea Witch
Description: S.S. Sea Witch has two children’s slides located at the Pirate Ship.
These slides end in a zero depth landing.
Ride Access: Guests with standard or electric wheelchairs or electric
convenience vehicles, and who otherwise meet the Legitimate Safety
Requirements to ride must be able to ride without the use of a wheelchair.
Access to the slide entrance requires the rider to negotiate stairs.
Height Requirement: Guests must not exceed 48” tall to ride. Only one Guest
is permitted on the slide at a time.
Medical Recommendations: Guests with the following conditions should not
ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, full arm casts that cover the elbow, full leg
casts that cover the knee or lower leg casts may not participate. Guests wearing
prosthetic devices must cover any exposed metal with approved padded
material.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of upper torso, head and neck or be accompanied by a
Supervising Companion assisting them from the side of the slide.
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Mega Wedgie
Description: Three single rider free-fall slides that end in a run out with a 10
inch water depth.
Ride Access: Guests with standard or electric wheelchairs or electric
convenience vehicles, and who otherwise meet the Legitimate Safety
Requirements to ride must be able to ride without the use of a wheelchair.
Access to the slide entrance requires the rider to negotiate several flights of
stairs.
Height/Weight Requirement: Guests must be at least 52” tall to ride. Guests
must not exceed 250 LBS to ride.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces or any form of hard cast may not ride,
however soft (flexible) casts are permitted. Guests wearing prosthetic devices
must cover any exposed metal with approved padded material.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
must have at least two functioning legs with attached feet. Guests wearing
prosthetic devices must cover any exposed metal with approved padded
material.
RipQurl
Description: RipQurl is a high speed tube slide with steep drops, centrifugal
forces and fast turns.
Attraction Access: Guests with standard or electric wheelchairs or electric
convenience vehicles, and who otherwise meet the Legitimate Safety
Requirements to ride must be able to ride without the use of a wheelchair.
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Access to the slide entrance requires the rider to negotiate several flights of
stairs.
Height/Weight Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride. Guests
must not exceed 400 LBS combined weight to ride. Single riders are not
permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces or any form of hard cast may not ride,
however soft (flexible) casts are permitted. Guests wearing prosthetic devices
must cover any exposed metal with approved padded material.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of upper torso, head and neck. At minimum, Guests must
have at least one functioning hand, one functioning arm, and one functioning
leg.
SlideZilla
Description: SlideZilla is a six storysix-story slide that combines a bowl and
wave element.
Attraction Access: Guests with standard or electric wheelchairs or electric
convenience vehicles, and who otherwise meet the Legitimate Safety
Requirements to ride must be able to ride without the use of a wheelchair.
Access to the slide entrance requires the rider to negotiate several flights of
stairs.
Height/Weight Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride. The
maximum combined weight of all riders must not exceed 400 LBS in a double
tube, or 700 LBS in a four person tube. Single riders are not permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
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Casts: Guests wearing neck braces or any form of hard cast may not ride,
however soft (flexible) casts are permitted. Guests wearing prosthetic devices
must cover any exposed metal with approved padded material.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of upper torso, head and neck. At minimum, Guests must
have two functioning hands, two functioning arms, and sufficient lower
extremities to maintain proper riding position.
Splashdown
Description: Splashdown is a high speed tube slide with steep drops, centrifugal
forces and fast turns.
Attraction Access: Guests with standard or electric wheelchairs or electric
convenience vehicles, and who otherwise meet the Legitimate Safety
Requirements to ride must be able to ride without the use of a wheelchair.
Access to the slide entrance requires the rider to negotiate several flights of
stairs.
Height/Weight Requirement: Guests must be at least 36” tall to ride. Guests
between 36” tall and 42” tall must be accompanied by a Supervising
Companion. Guests must be at least 42” tall to ride alone. The maximum
combined weight of all riders must not exceed 700 LBS. Single riders are not
permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces or any form of hard cast may not ride,
however soft (flexible) casts are permitted. Guests wearing prosthetic devices
must cover any exposed metal with approved padded material.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of upper torso, head and neck. At a minimum, Guests
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must have at least two functioning arms, two functioning hands, and sufficient
lower extremities to maintain proper riding position.
Tube Slides
Description: Four slides riders enjoy on a tube that ends in a 3 foot 6 inch pool
of water.
Ride Access: Guests with standard or electric wheelchairs or electric
convenience vehicles, and who otherwise meet the Legitimate Safety
Requirements to ride must be able to ride without the use of a wheelchair.
Access to the slide entrance requires the rider to negotiate several flights of
stairs.
Height/Weight Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride. Guests
must not exceed 250 LBS on a single tube or a maximum combined weight of
400 LBS on a double tube.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces, or any form of hard cast may not ride,
however soft (flexible) casts are permitted. Guests wearing prosthetic devices
must cover any exposed metal with approved padded material.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of upper torso, head and neck. At minimum, Guests must
have at least one functioning hand, one functioning arm, and one functioning
leg.
Tube Top
Description: Tube Top is an enclosed tube slide with high speed twists and
turns.
Attraction Access: Guests with standard or electric wheelchairs or electric
convenience vehicles, and who otherwise meet the Legitimate Safety
Requirements to ride must be able to ride without the use of a wheelchair.
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Access to the slide entrance requires the rider to negotiate several flights of
stairs.
Height/Weight Requirement: Guests must be at least 48” tall to ride. The
maximum combined weight of all riders must not exceed 400 LBS in a double
tube, or 700 LBS in a four person tube. Single riders are not permitted.
Medical Requirements: Guests with the following conditions should not ride:
Back or Neck Problems
Heart Conditions
Pregnancy

Recent Surgery, Illness or Injury
High Blood Pressure or Aneurysms

Any other medical condition that might be aggravated by this ride.
Casts: Guests wearing neck braces or any form of hard cast may not ride,
however soft (flexible) casts are permitted. Guests wearing prosthetic devices
must cover any exposed metal with approved padded material.
Legitimate Safety Requirements: Guests must have the ability to sit upright
and maintain control of upper torso, head and neck. At minimum, Guests must
have two functioning hands, two functioning arms, and sufficient lower
extremities to maintain proper riding position.
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